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Abstract 

Infection with avian influenza virus (AIV) in poultry may cause devastating disease although the same virus 

may not cause disease in wild birds. Since AI viruses can be exchanged between poultry and wild birds, 

surveillance in wild birds provides important knowledge for control of disease in poultry. 

AIV’s from the Danish wild bird active surveillance were characterized, focusing on viruses from 2012, and 

from outbreaks of AI in poultry in Denmark. The matrix (M) gene from more than 50 viruses of different 

subtypes and the hemagglutinin (HA) gene from more than 30 subtype H5 low pathogenic viruses were 

sequenced and compared by alignment and phylogenetic analyses. The aim was to evaluate: the origin of 

viruses from outbreaks of AI in Danish poultry, the design of active surveillance in Denmark, and the 

suitability of the molecular diagnostic RT-PCR tests employed. 

All M-genes from Danish viruses grouped phylogenetically with Eurasian lineage viruses. Grouping among 

Danish sequences was not correlated to place or to the time of sampling within the same year, although 

there was a tendency to grouping according to the year of sampling. Similar results were observed for H5 

sequences. 

M and H5/H7 gene sequences from poultry showed a high degree of similarity to Danish wild bird 

sequences, suggesting exchange of viruses between geographically close wild birds and poultry. 

Significant drift was observed in both M and H5 gene sequences that are important for adequate molecular 

diagnostics, thus highlighting the importance of continuous surveillance and molecular characterization of 

AI viruses. 

 


